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Featuring nine colorful tabbed sections to correspond to each month, this journal offers smart

prompts to help a busy mom-to-be capture all those important milestones and funny moments

before pregnancy amnesia sets in. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find pages for writing about the first time the baby

flutter, space to vent about the crazy and unsolicited advice youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve been getting, and

monthly Ã¢â‚¬Å“check-inÃ¢â‚¬Â• pages for belly photos and quick notes about whatever particular

thoughts and feelings this special time brings to mind.
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If I had been more of a thoughtful writer I think I would have enjoyed this more. It isn't great at

prompting like I thought it would be. It has a lot of, how are you feeling and what happened this



week. I ended up only using it for the 1sst few weeks, unfortunately.

Came fairly quick! Altho not what i was expecting. Not a very detailed book. And could not review

before ordering.

very compact, cute, trendy, chic journal. perfect for new mothers to be and young, hip pregnant

chicks. the writers thought of everything...can't wait to look back on after my baby is born...

Adorable pregnancy journal. The journal asks questions, give hints on mile markers to make note of,

gives space for pictures. "Chapters" are broken down into month tabs with weekly pages. There are

sections in the back to write down questions for your doctor. Only thing I would change would be to

add a blank notebook page to each week for more detailed, personal notes.

I absolutely loved this pregnancy book. I filled out 90% of it but for the questions I didn't care for or

that were not relevant I used as a scrapbook including lots of pictures of my belly and sonograms. I

hope this book is available for baby #2 in a few years.

I love this book! i like the fact that it tells you what to write because I struggles with blank pages

books like 40ish weeks but that's just me. And I love that it's hard cover and I can keep it forever

and it doesn't take up a lot of space

I searched for awhile for a pregnancy journal and this one seemed to give me the most flexibility to

write what I wanted to write about. There are dedicated sections to put pictures, talk about names,

dreams, first kicks, etc. in addition to the journal part. I think it's worth keeping your own journal

beyond this for all the experiences you go through, but this is a nice addition to remember

milestones, experiences, current events during your pregnancy, among others.

I was so excited to get this journal. I'm already 5 months pregnant and was looking forward to jotting

down all of the pregnancy memories that I've had thus far. When I opened it I went to the month that

I am in (#5) and noticed it looked funny, so I opened it and noticed the page was upside down.

Then, I noticed the entire month (they're have seperate pages per week and a spot for photo, etc)

was also backwards. I had already written information in it so I knew I could return.... sadly

dissapointed.
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